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A little mouse wants to help four big animals that are trying to gather unripe plums from a tree. The big animals won't listen to the
mouse. Includes teaching notes.
It is a hot sunny day, and Big Mouse is digging in the garden. "Come and help me," he asks Little Mouse, but Little Mouse is busy
'dreaming up something'. The 'dream' involves a daisy chain, some clover and three snowy white feathers.
Friends Bear and Hare play a game of hide and seek, counting from one to ten each round.
Big dogs, small dogs, stroppy dogs and soppy dogs!A special miniature hardback gift edition of the classic Emily Gravett story,
with a real cloth cover.Gorgeous canines of every shape, size and colour are bounding through the irresistible Dogs by Emily
Gravett. Can you choose one dog to love best of all?With playful pencil and watercolour illustrations to delight children and adults
alike, everyone will long to bark along with the Chihuahua and tickle the Dalmatian's tummy. Emily Gravett has created another
wonderfully satisfying book - with a twist in the tail.Now a beautiful gift hardback, the sumptuous cloth cover and gorgeous artwork
make this the perfect present for dog lovers both young and old.
Hop along to Fibonacci's Field and follow Lonely and Chalk Rabbit through a calendar year as they try to handle different seasonal
challenges each month, from the freezing cold of February to the wet of April and the heat of July, all while coping with their rapidly
expanding brood. The Rabbit Problem by Emily Gravett is an extraordinary book, packed with funny details and novelty elements
including a baby rabbit record book, a rabbit newspaper and a surprise pop-up ending!
Little Mouse's Big Book of BeastsSimon and Schuster
???????90?????·????????????????????,?2018????????????,???????.??????????,?????????????????????????,?????.?????????
??,????????????????.??????????????,????????????????????????.
This is an illustrated children's book about making friends.
A giggles-guaranteed picture book from the acclaimed Emily Gravett, starring three little pigs and a wolf who (maybe) won’t bite. I can stand
him on a stool! I can dress him in a bow... I can ride him like a horse but WOLF WON’T BITE! Come along on a wild circus adventure about
three little pigs who have captured a wild wolf. They can make him do all sorts of tricks, but don’t worry—he would NEVER bite. From awardwinning and beloved creator Emily Gravett, Wolf Won’t Bite! contains charming text that begs to be read aloud, and quirky humor fills every
page of this playful take on “The Three Little Pigs.”
Spiders: Little Mouse is afraid of them (arachnophobia). Shadows: Little Mouse is afraid of those (sciaphobia). In fact, Little Mouse is afraid of
everything. Join her as she faces her fears and records them in her journal - and discovers that even the biggest people are afraid of some
things.
When a young rabbit checks out a library book about wolves, he learns much more about their behavior than he wanted to know, in a
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dramatic and witty story with two surprise endings.
T.p. has "Emily Gravett's" crossed out and "Little Mouse's" written in.
A hugely entertaining rhyming woodland story about a pair of hoarding magpies and the perils of having too much stuff!
Little Mouse's Big Ambition - Little Mouse has a goal in sight and he is prepared to work for it, walk for it and carry it home. A picture-book
story of ambition, independence and the desire to learn. Wrapped up in the comfort of a trip to Far Away Farm, where an unlikely friendship
forms between Big Brown, the cow, and ambitious Little Mouse.
Explores concepts of color, shape, and food using only five simple words, as a bear juggles and plays.

Through a series of flip-up postcards addressed to his family, Sunny Meerkat documents his travels as he searches for the perfect
place for him to live.
Chameleon can turn himself into anything and appear to fit in anywhere, but it seems that neither the swirly snail, the green
grasshopper nor the striped sock want to be friends. Will he ever find someone to talk to? Someone just like him? With a subtle
and witty interplay between words and illustrations this introduction to colors and shapes (and chameleons!) is sure to delight kids
of all ages.
A lovelorn frog and some very mixed-up spells! A hopeful frog tries to turn himself into a handsome prince by piecing together the
torn pages of a spell book. There are lots of laugh-out-loud moments to be had with the mix-and-match pages as Frog struggles
through a host of jumbled spell combinations and extraordinary guises (Rabbit! Frabbit? ! Prabbit! ? ! ) In search of his fairy-tale
ending. Children and adults will love sharing this wonderfully funny and inventive book.
WOLVES What do wolves really like to eat? It isn't little girls in red hoods. Rabbits shouldn't believe what they read in fairy tales,
but this book has the facts. (This book follows the National Carroticulum.)
It's nearly Cedric the dragon's bedtime – there's just time for his mum to read him his favourite book. Unfortunately for her, Cedric
likes the story so much that he wants to hear it again . . . and again . . . and again . . . A cross dragon is a fiery dragon, and Cedric
ends up burning a hole right through the book! Again! is a typically funny and irresistible book from star author and illustrator, Emily
Gravett, twice winner of the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal.
Originally published in the United Kingdom by Macmillan Children's Books, 2014.
"A badger realizes that being too tidy could be disastrous"-Can Hare learn to share with his best friend Bear?Bear and Hare have gone for a walk, but every nice thing they find on the way,
Hare wants all for himself. He even gobbles up a lovely ice cream without offering a bite to his best friend. Naughty Hare! Can
Bear teach Hare how to share?The best friends return in another warm and very funny board book for younger readers from the
wonderful, multi-award-winning Emily Gravett.Look out for more Bear and Hare books: Bear and Hare Go Fishing, Bear and Hare:
Snow! and Where's Bear?
Gorgeous canines of every shape, size and color are bounding through this irresistible book. Can you choose one dog to love best
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of all? With playful pencil and watercolor illustrations to delight children and adults alike, everyone will long to bark along with the
Chihuahua and tickle the Dalmatian's tummy. This is a wonderfully satisfying book with a twist in the tail.
"Friends Bear & Hare learn that sharing is better than being selfish"-Mouse does not want to share his big, juicy apple but he is too small to move it on his own. Can he get his friends to help and still
eat it all himself? Little Mouse and the Big Red Apple is from Level 3 of Ready Steady Read! a fantastic graded reading scheme
with four reading levels from Little Tiger Press. Ready Steady Read! makes learning to read fun. Each book contains games and
activities to reinforce learning and test comprehension in a way developing readers will enjoy as well as handy parent notes from
Prue Goodwin, Lecturer in Literacy and Children's Books. Level 3 is suitable for more confident readers. The stories will help build
their confidence, opening up the world of reading and imagination to them. About Level 3: longer sentences with varied structure
wider vocabulary high-interest stories of up to 300 words smaller print for experienced readers
A cumulative tale in which a wakeful flea atop a number of sleeping creatures causes a commotion with just one bite.
A very funny, charming story all about the joy of finding your own style, full of brilliantly inventive hats for children to spot. Old Hat
is a fresh, colourful and punchy book from the creator of Wolves and Dogs and twice-winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal, Emily
Gravett. Harbet likes his comfy knitted hat, but the others keep jeering at him – OLD HAT! OLD HAT! No matter what headwear he
buys – be it a towering fruit platter hat, an old-boot-on-the-head hat or a brightly lit traffic cone hat, Harbet cannot keep up with the
latest fashions. As soon as he gets a brand new hat it is already an . . . OLD HAT! It seems that Harbet will never fit in. But when
one day he decides to go his own way, Harbet discovers just how much more fun it is to stop following others and think for
yourself.
This delightful picture book with Emily Gravett’s signature twist ending sweetly depicts the relationship between a child and her
beloved pet. Matilda is desperate to figure out what her cat will enjoy. She tries everything she can think of: climbing trees, playing
with wool, even tea parties and dress-up games, but as Matilda gets more and more creative in her entertainment attempts, her
cat moves from unimpressed to terrified. Will Matilda ever figure out what her cat likes? In the style of Dogs and Monkey and Me,
this young picture book from Emily Gravett is an insightful, fond, and funny look at the relationship between a little girl and her cat
that’s sure to strike a chord with anyone who’s ever loved a pet.
What lies beyond the Red Wall? Mouse's friends don't know - but that doesn't stop them feeling scared. Can Mouse find the
courage to travel into the unknown - where a world of hope and possibility awaits? From Global Illustration Excellence Award
winner Britta Teckentrup comes a simple and beautiful tale about facing our fears and discovering hope - perfect for even the
youngest children. This timely book offers a powerful message that, with broad minds and open hearts, there is no limit to the
change that is possible - for ourselves, others and the world. Look out for more books from Britta Teckentrup: The Memory Tree
My Hand in Your Hand Never Take a Bear to School
Little Mouse worries that the big, hungry bear will take his freshly picked, ripe, red strawberry for himself.
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Shh...! Little Mouse has a secret! He's found a delicious-looking apple and doesn't want to share a bite. So he buries it, and Little Mouse
refuses to reveal what he's hidden. But when a tree sprouts from the seeds of the fruit, there are enough apples for everyone -- and Little
Mouse realizes some secrets are even better when they're shared. Award-winning illustrator ric Battut has created a charming story that will
delight--and teach--children. New in board.
When one small mouse finds one BIG cupcake (a chocolate chip, raspberry cream cupcake!), he wonders how he'll ever manage to get it
home. So, one by one, Little Mouse asks his friends to help. They all say "yes"--but only after nibbling the yummy treat. Will there be any left
for Mouse? A tasty story of friendship and sharing . . . with a satisfying ending!
Monkey and me, Monkey and me, Monkey and me, We went to see... A little girl and her toy monkey love imitating different animals,
everything from jumping like kangaroos to waddling like penguins! Open this book and play along with them. Can you guess what animal they
are now?
This volume brings together scholars based predominantly in Asia to contribute provocative and experimental essays on the dynamic
relationship between animation and philosophy. In an inventive and playful philosophical way, they address not only the mainstay of
Japanese animation, but also Korean film, picture books and Mickey Mouse to understand what we might call film-philosophy in Asia. In
thinking animation with concepts from the technicolour philosophies of Deleuze, Guattari, Stiegler, Benjamin, Kristeva and Heidegger, the
book sees animation not as a representation of a philosophical idea per se, but conceptualizes it as a philosophical thinking-device. In the
images themselves, what is at work is not just the thinking of a particular director or manga artist, but, rather, thinking as such, through and by
the images themselves. The scholars in this collection are committed to thinking images themselves as thought-experiments and thinking
machines.
????????????????????????,???????????????,?????????????,????????????????.?????????????,????,???,???,????????????????????.????
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